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OUR
SAFETY
PLEDGE
I WILL ENSURE I UNDERSTAND
THE ROLES AND
ACCOUNTABILITIES OF THE
TRACK FORCE PROTECTION
COORDINATOR (TFPC), THE
WORK GROUP SUPERVISOR
(WGS) AND I AT ALL TIMES.

ZERO HARM

INTRODUCTION
The TFPC and WGS are
accountable for ensuring
the safety of all Rail Safety
Workers (RSW’s) under their
control and the worksite
when performing work in
the rail network.

This booklet provides clear
information about the
accountabilities of the TFPC and
WGS relating to the Laverton
incident.
This is the fourth of ten toolbox
talks created to share learnings with
industry.
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RELATED

STATISTICS
More than

400

track work safeworking breaches were reported in the 2014–2015
financial year from which the Office of the National Rail Safety
Regulator (ONRSR) identified the recurring themes of rail safety
worker competence and safety critical communication.

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) identified
safe work on track occurrences between July 2009 and July 2014.
The distribution of the 1,779 safe work on track occurrences
between the 11 categories is shown in the figure below.

1,779

COUNTS OF WORK ON TRACK OCCURRENCES BY EVENT/CONDITION
CATEGORIES CATEGORY, JUNE 2009 – JUNE 2014
Protection type insufficient/incorrect

267 Protection location incorrectly positioned
235 Near miss track worker
219 Protection incorrectly removed
200 Protected work zone exceeded
160 Detonators exploded
154 Protections not cleared

580

112 Worksite location incorrectly identified
103 Danger zone not cleared

6

21 Near miss rolling stock
Collision

SOURCES: OFFICE OF THE NATIONAL RAIL SAFETY REGULATOR (2017), RAIL SAFETY REPORT 2016-2017, HTTPS://WWW.ONRSR.COM.AU/__DATA/
ASSETS/PDF_FILE/0012/20514/RAIL-SAFETY-REPORT-2016-2017-WEB.PDF, P. 34
AUSTRALIAN TRANSPORT SAFETY BUREAU (2017), SAFE WORK ON TRACK ACROSS AUSTRALIA, ANALYSIS OF INCIDENT DATA, 2009 - 2014 HTTPS://
WWW.ATSB.GOV.AU/MEDIA/5773636/RI-2014-011_FINAL.PDF, PP 5-6
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LAVERTON
INCIDENT
SUMMARY
TRACK WORKER
STRUCK BY A
PASSENGER
TRAIN

On the morning of Friday 2 October 2015,
a workgroup was assembling track-side
in Laverton, Victoria. They planned to
undertake dog spike removal works in
preparation for re-sleepering of a section of
track on the Altona Loop Line.
At around 0910, the supervisor for the
works commenced marking the track to
identify those dog spikes to be removed.
He was working in a track crossover about
400 meters on the Melbourne side of
Laverton Railway Station. A lookout had
been placed for his protection.
At about 0916, a Metro Trains Melbourne
suburban commuter train arrived at
Laverton station, bound for Flinders Street
Station in central Melbourne. After its
scheduled stop, the train departed Laverton
and approached the worksite. The lookout
observed the train, warned workers of its
approach and signalled to the driver that
the track was clear. However, as the train
took the crossover, the supervisor was foul
of the track, and was struck by the train
that was travelling at about 59 km/h. The
supervisor suffered serious injuries.
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SHARED
LEARNINGS –
TFPC AND WGS
ACCOUNTABILITIES
1
The TFPC must complete
a Rail Safety Worksite
Hazard Assessment
(RSWHA) prior to work
commencing in the rail
corridor.

5
The TFPC must not allow
work to commence in the
rail corridor until approval
and an Access Number
has been obtained from
the Track Access Desk.
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2
The TFPC must ensure
that the Protection
Team and the WGS
have attended the Rail
Safety Pre-Work Brief,
have understood all the
hazards and controls and
are aware of the Position
of Safety (POS) and
Emergency Evacuation
Point.

6
The WGS must discuss
the nature of the work,
keep regular updates
of work activities and
maintain effective
communication with the
TFPC.

3
The TFPC must confirm
that all members of the
Protection Team are
carrying all required
items of safeworking
equipment.

4
The TFPC must ensure
that the Rail Safety
Pre-Work Brief has been
conducted prior to works
commencing.

7
The WGS must not allow
any work to commence
in the danger zone unless
it has been authorised by
the TFPC.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE

TFPC?

The TFPC’s primary accountability
is to ensure that all RSW’s and the
worksite is safe from rail traffic.

The TFPC must monitor and maintain
surveillance throughout the entire worksite
at all times to ensure there are no changes
in conditions.

The TFPC is accountable for planning and
implementing the required level of worksite
protection based on their RSWHA prior to
works commencing.

At completion of the works, the TFPC must
ensure all worksite protection has been
removed from the track.

During the RSWHA, the TFPC will
assess the track environment, taking into
consideration all aspects associated with
access (to the worksite) and egress (exit
from worksite) and the character of the
approach of the intended worksite.
Prior to works commencing, the TFPC is
accountable for conducting the Rail Safety
Pre-Work Brief to the WGS and Protection
Team.
After access has been granted from
the Track Access Desk, the TFPC is
accountable for implementing the planned
protection before granting permission to
the workgroup to enter the worksite and
commence work.
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WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE

WGS?

It is the accountability of the WGS to
develop the Work Group Supervisor
Pre-Work Brief after they have
attended the TFPC’s Rail Safety
Pre-Work Brief. The WGS is then
accountable for delivering the Work
Group Supervisor Pre-Work Brief
to all members of the workgroup
and TFPC, ensuring all members
understand and sign on to this brief
prior to commencing works.
After the completion of the Pre-Work Brief,
the WGS must ensure all RSW’s performing
the work have the current certificates of
competency in their possession.
Where track machines/vehicles are
involved, the WGS is to ensure all items
of the rollingstock are registered in
‘PlantGUARD’ and operators have the
appropriate competencies.
Before the work commences, the WGS
is accountable for ensuring all RSW’s are
wearing the correct Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) and are aware of the POS
for the location of the worksite.
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During works, the WGS is accountable
for ensuring that effective communication
is maintained with the TFPC and the
workgroup at all times.
The WGS is to provide the TFPC with
regular updates in relation to the progress
of the work, as well as any potential for the
works to delay scheduled services.
All RSW’s are not permitted to enter the
danger zone until permission has been
granted by the TFPC.

WHAT IS

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION?
Effective communication is
delivered accurately, briefly and
clearly. Effective communication is
the process of understanding and
repeating back the important parts
to ensure the message is received
and understood before actioning.
It is critical for the TFPC, the WGS and all
RSW’s to maintain effective communication
with each other at all times. This ensures
the safety of all RSW’s and the notification
of changes associated with the worksite.
All RSW’s must have a clear understanding
of how the communication will be conducted
along with the audible warning’s implemented
to warn of approaching rail traffic.
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GLOSSARY
All Right Hand Signal:
The All Right hand signal is one arm held in
the horizontal position. By night a white light
held steady.
Australian Transport Safety Bureau
(ATSB):
The ATSB is Australia’s national transport
safety investigator.
Danger Zone:
Is all space within 3 metres horizontally from
the nearest rail and any distance above or
below this zone including being on the line,
unless a Position of Safety exists or can be
created.
Flagman/Handsignaller:
Is a rail safety worker who displays hand
signals to the operators of rail traffic
movements. A Handsignaller is also referred
to as a Flagman.
Metro Trains Melbourne (MTM):
Metro Trains Melbourne, known colloquially as
simply Metro, is the franchised operator of
the suburban railway network in Melbourne,
Australia. Metro Trains Melbourne is a joint
venture between MTR Corporation, John
Holland Group and UGL Rail.
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Office of the National Rail Safety
Regulator (ONRSR):
An independent body corporate established
under the Rail Safety National Law (South
Australia) Act 2012. The primary objectives
of the ONRSR are to encourage and
enforce safe railway operations and to
promote and improve national rail safety.
Protection Officer (PO):
The qualified worker responsible for rail
protection (NSW, SA, QLD, WA).
Position of Safety (POS):
Is a place where people or equipment
cannot be struck by rail traffic.
Rail Safety Pre-Work Briefing:
Is a formal briefing on the worksite
protection arrangements provided by the
Track Force Protection Coordinator to all rail
safety workers associated with the worksite
protection and the Work Group Supervisor.
Rail Safety Worksite Hazard Assessment
(RSWHA):
Is an assessment of the rail safety hazards
to determine the method/level of protection
requirement for a worksite.

Rail Safety Worker (RSW):
Is a person who has carried out, is carrying
out or is about to carry out, rail safety work,
and includes:

Track Force Protection:
Track force protection is a method of
protecting work on track between rail traffic
movements.

a) a person who is employed or engaged
by a rail operator to carry out rail safety
work

Work Group Supervisor (WGS):
Is the individual ultimately responsible
for the supervision of the programmed
activities within a Work Site.

b) a person engaged by a person (other
than by a rail operator) to carry out rail
safety work
c) a trainee
d) a volunteer.
Track Access Desk (TAD):
Provides a single approval point for access
by internal and external stakeholders
requiring track access within the Rail
Corridor and Danger Zone.
Track Force Protection Coordinator
(TFPC):
Is the person appointed to assess
and implement worksite protection
arrangements on site.

Work Group Supervisor Pre-Work
Briefing:
Is a formal briefing on the task related
activities provided by the Work Group
Supervisor to the work group and Track
Force Protection Coordinator.

FURTHER INFORMATION
If you require any further information, please discuss with
your supervisor.
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